Lesson One: The Greek Alphabet
Sight and Sounds of the Greek Letters (Module A)
Study Aid Level Three: Crossword Puzzle

Across
1. looks like a fork
6. long vowel of epsilon
7. sounds like English "z"
11. found in words like "philosophy"
12. first letter
14. has two forms
15. looks like English "x"
17. a test version
18. short vowel
20. last letter
22. a cat's sound

Down
2. smallest letter
3. after iota
4. special forces
5. not "a" but _____+ta
8. short form of eta
9. "watch your ___ and q's"
10. looks like nu
13. not full-grown
16. "Oh can you x + ____
19. sounds like what you do in a boat
21. radiation

An answer key for this exercise is on the next page.
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ANSWER KEY

Across

1. psī
6. ēta
7. zēta
11. phī
12. alpha
14. sigma
15. chī
17. bēta
18. omīkron
20. ōmega
21. mū

Down

2. iōta
3. kappa
4. delta
5. thēta
8. epsilon
9. pi
10. upsilon
13. lambda
16. xsī
19. rhō
21. gamma